level! ideas!about!Correct&Molecular&Products!and!Matter&Converted&to&Energy!occurred!in!8!and!9!of! these!responses,!respectively.!Surprisingly,!despite!containing!the!maximum!number!of!ideas! possible,!these!nine!responses!appeared!to!focus!on!the!more!superficial!level!of!explanation.! These!responses!mentioned!organismal;level!physiological!substances!rather!than!cellular;level! mechanistic!intermediates:!"In!dieting,!my!friend!would!take!in!less!calories!than!they!will! consume!and!their!body!will!then!use!fat!reserves!to!make!ATP!for!energy.!By!the!process!of! oxidation,!it!will!produce!CO2,![sic]!water,!and!heat!from!the!fat!storage.!Excreting!CO2!by! breathing,!water!as!urine,!and!excreting!heat!will!contribute!to!the!15!pounds!of!weight!lost!by! my!friend."!It!is!interesting!to!note!this!vagueness!was!not!observed!to!as!large!an!extent!in! responses!containing!5!ideas.!This!may!be!due!to!the!high!percentage!of!six;category! responses!(90%)!compared!to!five;category!responses!(56%)!that!contained!Matter&Converted& to&Energy!ideas.!The!high!occurrence!of!this!idea!may!be!a!result!of!the!vague!language! students!used!in!responses!in!this!category.!! ! In!summary,!we!found!that!five;category!responses!were!more!detailed!in!their!description!of! specific!molecular!details!about!fat!conversion!(i.e.,!the!cellular!level)!than!were!six;category! responses.!Conversely,!six;category!responses!seemed!to!focus!at!the! physiological/organismal!level!of!description,!potentially!due!to!the!high!percentage!of! responses!containing!the!idea!of!Matter&Converted&to&Energy.!It!was!interesting!for!us!to!note!
